Since 2013, technological developments in Cuba have allowed for a fundamental reconfiguration of the cultural, economic, social, and political spheres of the Revolutionary project. As internet access on the island continues to expand, citizens challenge state policies on the speed, breadth, and freedom of said access. This Cuban reality speaks to the impact of technology in authoritarian states and transitional democracies. While the streets of Cuba may still belong to Castro’s Revolution, Dr. Henken argues, it is still unclear to whom Cuban cyberspace belongs.
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Register for the Zoom Link here or visit the CCSI website: cuba.tulane.edu

Check out our other Contemporary Cuba events

Dr. Paolo Spadoni, “The Cuban Economy: Performance, Problems, and Prospects” YouTube Mar. 18, 2:00 pm
Dr. Laura-Zoë Humphreys, Intellectuals, the Revolution, and the N27 Movement Derek Mills, J.D., U.S.-Cuba Policy and Relations Apr. 1, 12:30 pm

More info at cuba.tulane.edu